2015
A Year in Review

to develop and create opportunities for
individuals with disabilities that will support and inspire independence.
MISSION STATEMENT

to develop…

In 2014, Community Services Foundation partnered with Waypoint
Homes to completely remodel the kitchen at Southwest Community
Services (SCS) to use in their Food Service Training Program. Through
this renovation, which brought 19 local vendors and foundations
together in a collaborative, community project, individuals with
disabilities have been able to further develop the skills necessary to
obtain community employment in the food service industry.

and create opportunities…

CSF supported LifeStyles Academy in their vision to create new,
innovative opportunities for individuals with developmental
disabilities. The Academy offers a unique curriculum catered to each
individual’s personal wants, needs, and goals. With this vision in mind,
CSF helped to create the Academy’s brand new Advocacy Center,
where participants are given the tools necessary to pursue their
passions and are encouraged to broaden their experiences in the
community to expand their options for vocational and lifestyle goals.

that will support…

CSF hired a grant writer to work on behalf of all each member agency
in order to provide an additional means of generating financial
support for programming and services. As a result, more than
$118,000 from various grantmakers was received which
supported the missions and advanced programs of CSF member
agencies.

and inspire independence.

CSF helped to fund 39 renovation projects across 20 CILA homes for
CTF Illinois. Projects included improving ADA accommodations,
kitchen renovations, and bathroom and shower renovations. The
improvements have expanded possibilities and inspired individuals to
try new things by taking on more challenging tasks. As a result, the
individuals have become more independent in their daily lives.
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A special THANK YOU to our 2015
Make A Match supporters! Another
successful year, raising $37,940!
Looking forward to your continued
support in November for our 2016
campaign.
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